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Abstract: Previous studies on household poverty classification have commonly dichotomized the dependent variable into 
non-poor or poor, and used binary models. This way, the most extreme categories of poverty, which are usually the main 
targets of interventions, are not identified. Moreover, expenditure data used to describe poverty is typically collected at several 
locations over large geographical domains. Local disturbances introduce spatial correlation, implying that global parameters 
(obtained via independence assumptions of standard statistical methods) cannot adequately describe site-specific conditions of 
the data. The objective, therefore, is to describe an appropriate method for ordered categorical data collected at geo-referenced 
locations over large geographical space. To achieve this, a model named Spatial Cumulative Probit Model (SCPM) was 
proposed. This model classified household poverty in an ordinal spatial framework. Bayesian inference was performed on data 
sampled by Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms. A test of model adequacy show that the SCPM is unbiased and 
attains a lower misclassification rate of 14.43% than the simple Cumulative Probit (CP) model with misclassification rate of 
16.5% that ignores spatial dependence in the data. Overall, ‘savannah ecological zone’, ‘polygamous marriage’ and ‘rural 
location’ were the most powerful predictors of extreme poverty in Ghana. The prediction map, created by this study, identified 
positive correlation with respect to ‘poor’ and ‘extremely poor’ categories. Results of the model in this study can be considered 
a category and site-specific report that identifies all levels and sites of poverty for easy targeting, thus, avoiding the blanket 
approach that prefers the one-fits-it-all solution to the problem of poverty. Analysis was based on the Ghana Living Standards 
Survey (GLSS 6) dataset.  
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1. Introduction 

Generalized Linear Models (GLMs) introduced by Nelder 
and Wedderburn [1] have commonly been used to model 
non-Gaussian data. GLMs assume that the response data are 
drawn from some statistical distribution other than the 
Gaussian distribution [2]. Model errors therefore require a 
specific statistical distribution that is paired with a link 
function that relates the linear function of predictors to some 
function of the response. 

When dealing with an ordered response, the focus of this 
study, a probit link function is recommended. The probit 
approach hypothesizes the existence of a latent continuously 
varying trend that underlies the ranking of the ordered 
outcomes [2, 3]. The form of the ordered model requires the 
latent variable to predict class membership based on the 

theory of cumulative functions. 
Additionally, when dealing with GLMs, such as the simple 

Cumulative Probit (CP) model described by Agresti [3] and 
Greene and Hensher [2], the data must be sufficiently 
homogeneous, and independent. For this class of models, 
������ � �	
 satisfies regularity assumptions. 

However, when data are collected over large geographical 
space, proximal observations are likely to be influenced by 
similar elements of the environment, and thus share similar 
characteristics than distant ones. This introduces spatial 
dependence, implying that global parameters (obtained via 
independence assumptions of standard statistical methods) 
cannot adequately describe site-specific conditions of the 
data. Thus, beginning with Terza [4], analysts have 
questioned the adequacy of the simple zero-mean, 
homoscedastic CP model from this perspective. This is 
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important because generally, most applications in regional 
science rely heavily on data collected from different 
locations, and over large geographical areas. 

The proposed model in this study, the Spatial Cumulative 
Probit Model (SCPM) solves this problem by incorporating a 
spatially-dependent error in the mean structure of the simple 
CP model. The net effect being that ������ ≠ �	
  when 
even ������ � �	
. 

The basic assumption of this model is that random 
elements of the environment introduce non-zero covariances 
among all observations having common “levels” of the 
dependent error term. Specifically, spatial dependence is 
incorporated in the classification framework by assuming 
that at each site  , one of �  ordered outcomes is observed 
with an error �~��0,1� . The SCPM describes spatial 
variation by assuming that these site-specific errors co-vary, 
the covariance matrices being Σ� . When the distribution of 
these non-zero covariances shows a spatial pattern, a spatial 
process is assumed, and a spatial covariance matrix [Σ���Θ�] 
is imposed. The relationship between the ��, ���� elements of 
Σ���Θ�] and separation distance is: 

c����� , ��� �  !Θ, "��],                           (1) 

where Θ is the spatial parameter-set, and "��  is the distance 
metric between location �  and location � . A waning in 
strength of the spatial covariance as distance increases shows 
the presence of spatial structure in the data. 

Essentially, data presented this way is a joint distribution 
on a map, and is characterized by measures of central 
tendencies such as the mean �#�, variability around the mean 
��	�, but more importantly, cross variability, such as the non-
zero covariances �Σ�  between pairs of locations. The 
objective is to infer behaviour of the fixed effects over the 
population of environments in the study area by explicitly 
allowing for data-dependence in all the reference dimensions. 

The overall objective of this approach is to demonstrate 
improved estimation and reduce misclassification errors by 
exploiting the knowledge that values in the multivariate 
spatial covariance matrix Σ���Θ�  can be used to try to 
reconstruct the ordinal response ��$  across the entire % space. 

End users of findings from this study can institute 
(category and site)-specific interventions to combat poverty. 

2. Review of Previous Works 

Several authors in previous studies have investigated the 
relationship between household poverty and potential 
predictors using regression analysis. However, conclusions 
have been mixed. Examples include works by Tomori et al. 
[5], Dudek and Lisicka [6], and Ennin et al. [7]. Jitka and 
Marie [8] included spatial correlation in their model to 
describe Czech household poverty but in a binary generalized 
linear mixed modelling framework, thus, ignoring the 
extreme category of poverty. Saidatulakmal and Madiha [9] 
employed both bivariate and ordered logit models to study 
poverty in Pakistan. However, spatial correlation was 
ignored. Adebanji et al. [10] used the spatial lag and spatial 
error approach to map poverty in the Bari region of Somalia. 

They employed the spatial Durbin model (SDM); a spatial 
analogue of the ordinary generalized linear model (GLM). 
This approach, however, does not consider the ordinal nature 
of the severity categories of the data. Other research about 
the determinants of poverty using different models includes 
Achia et al. [11], and Rusnak [12]. 

It is important to note that although the methods used for 
much of the poverty analyses discussed earlier are becoming 
standard, there are a number of theoretical and 
methodological issues that deserve attention. For instance, 
the discussion of the factors likely to increase the likelihood 
of poverty may also suggest reasons why the poverty 
problem might vary across regions. The question is; could 
poverty arise because the affected households live in 
deprived communities with few or no infrastructure? This 
question suggests that a statistical association alone may 
simply be insufficient to establish causality. As such, 
additional details of households, such as their location, may 
be required to establish causality. 

3. The Spatial Cumulative Probit Model 

Let &��$'( be an ordered random variable corresponding to 

poverty risk of household � � )1, … , +, at site  � )-, … , ., 
taking values / � 1,… , �. 

Let ��∗ � )�-∗, … , �.∗,  be an isotropic stationary latent 
Gaussian spatial process defined over sites  �
)-, … , .,	and, together with some covariates, is assigning 
values to &��$'(  according to a multivariate regression 

function: 

��∗�2 � 34 + 6,                             (2) 

where 3 is an + × 8 matrix of covariates observed at site , 
and 4  is a 8 × 1  matrix of fixed effects coefficients. The 
error distribution 6 � �∗ + �  comprises two parts: the 
spatially-dependent Gaussian error �∗~�9!0, Σ���Θ�] , and 
the nugget effect �~��0, 1�. The spatial measurement error, 
�∗, captures all unobserved errors arising from the influence 
of common features for observations within certain proximal 
distances, and the individual effect �  represents random 
measurement error in unexplained non-spatial variation [13]. 

The ��, ���� element of Σ is :�����∗, ��∗�, with a functional 
form parameterized by: 

Σ�Θ� � �	;�<; |� − �|�,                         (3) 

where �	 represents variability of the spatial process, and 

;�|� − �|; <�� � exp�−"��<��                    (4) 

is a monotonic exponential covariance function with a 
correlation decay parameter <  measuring the strength of 
spatial dependence over the Euclidean distance "�� between 
locations � and �. 

Though the values of ��∗�2 are not directly observable, the 
rule that assigns class membership is that if ��∗�2 exceeds a 
given threshold, then, for example, a household falls in the 
/��  category of poverty. This culminates in cumulative 
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multiple binary outcomes: 

�� � C/, D$E- ≤ ��∗�2 < D$ 	
0, otherwise, 	                       (5) 

where DO < D- < D	… < DP  reflects the ordering of the 
categories. 

If the ordinal probit form [2, 3] is maintained, then the 
probability, given the covariates, of an ordered categorical 
outcome ����( falling below the /�� threshold is expressed as: 

8�� � /|Q� = 8&	D$E- < ���
∗�2 ≤ D$' 

= 8&	D$E- − 34 − R < � ≤ D$ − 34 − R' 

= Φ&D$E- − 34 − R' − Φ&D$ − 34 − R' 

= ΦE-&D$ − 34 − R'                           (6) 

Generally, numerical integration is difficult, especially for 
high dimensional and hierarchical models as the one in this 
study. Alternative methods include Bayesian inference via 
Monte Carlo (MC) estimation [14]. 

Within the Bayesian framework, the posterior likelihood is 
built by appealing to the theory of data augmentation [15] in 
order to incorporate the latent variable ��∗�2 . Using this 
approach based on Bayes’ rule [14, 16), the posterior 
likelihood function is the product of the conditional 
probabilities of the responses �. That is: 

8��∗, R, 4, D, �	, <|�� = 8��|�∗, R, 4, D, �	, <�8��∗, R, 4, D, �	, <�                                               (7) 

where 8��|�∗, R, 4, D, �	, <� is the posterior density of the data, and 8��∗, R, 4, D, �	, <� are prior densities for the model 
parameters. The posterior joint density is given by: 

8��∗, R, 4, D, �	, <|�� = ∏ 8��|�∗, D�8��∗|R, 4�8�R|�	, <�8�4, D, �	, <�.
�U- ,                                       (8) 

where 8��∗|R, 4�  is a latent regression function assigning 
values to observable ordered data, 8�R|�	, <�  is the 
distribution of Gaussian spatial process, assumed to be 
normal with mean zero and variance �	. 

The specification is completed by choosing prior 
distributions for all parameters in the model, which, in this 
study, were non-informative [14]. 

The use of MCMC sampling, especially Gibbs techniques, 
requires the use of full conditionals for all parameters as 
follows: 

8�4|�∗, �	� = 8��∗|4, R, 	�	, <�8�4�                 (9) 

8�R|	�∗, �	, <, �� = 8��∗|4, R, 	�	, <�8�R|	�	, <�       (10) 

 �	<|	R, �	, �� = �R|	�	, <�8�<�                    (11) 

 ��	|R, <, �� = �R|	�	, <�8�	�	�                     (12) 

 �D|�∗, �, 4� = 8��|�∗, D, 4�8�D�                    (13) 

8&D|�∗, �, 4, D�E$�' = 8��|4, �∗�8�D�,                (14) 

8&��
∗V��E��

∗ , �� , 4, D, �	, <' = 8���|��
∗, D, 4, <, ��8���

∗|4, D, �	, <�                                           (15) 

Variance of the spatial process �	 was, however, set to 1, following standard practice for estimating ordinal models [17]. 

4. Example Data 

The dataset of the GLSS used to test performance of the models in this study consists of expenditure, economic and 
demographic histories corresponding to 16772 sampled households. Figure 1 and Table 1 respectively contain sample sites and 
the study variables. 

Table 1. Study Variables. 

Predictor Variables 

Variables Meaning 

Age Householder age in years 

Household size Number of household members 

Sex 1. if male, 0 female 

Rural/Urban Location 1. if rural, 0 urban 

Education Educational years of household head 

Marital status 1. never married, 2. married monogamous, 3. married polygamous, 4. living together, 5. divorced, 6. widowed 

Employment status 1. public, 2. private, 3. non-agric 4. agric, 5. unemployed, 6. retired 7. inactive 

Ecological zone 1. coastal, 2. forest, 3. savannah, 4. Greater Accra 

Ordered Dependent Variable 

Poverty status 1. Non-poor, 2. Poor, 3. Extremely poor 
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Figure 1. Sample Sites of GLSS Data. 

5. Results 

A Spatial Cumulative Probit Model (SCPM) was fitted to 
the GLSS data in Ghana using Bayesian estimation discussed 
in Section 2.1 together with the simple aspatial CP model. 

The purpose of data analysis in this section was to assess 
the effect of demographic and geo-socio-economic factors on 
poverty incidence and compare results of the SCPM and the 
aspatial CP model. 

Using MCMC techniques in R [18], data was sampled 
from the full conditionals of parameters. Table 2 presents 
estimation results for posterior means and Bayesian Credible 

Intervals (BCIs), at 5% level of significance, for the two 
models. The value 0 in the range of the BCI means that the 
variable is not significant. 

The vector of 4  coefficients showed no significant 
difference in the point estimates between the two models, 
except in the thresholds (Table 2). The SCPM estimates of 
the thresholds are smaller than those from the CP model. 
Similarly, its standard errors are smaller than those of the CP 
model. These results confirm known international research 
about bias in aspatial estimates when using data that are 
spatially dependent [19]. 

Table 2. Parameter Estimates and P-values for Different OP Models. 

  Household Age 

Model W XY (non-poor) XZ (poor) [Y	�\\]^_`� [Z	�ab`� 
CP Model - 1.08 1.98 0.15 (0.14,0.17) 0.001 (-0.001,0.004) 

SCPM 0.035 0.23 0.88 2.09 (0.45,3.14) 0.02 (-0.02,0.06) 

 

 Education Sex (Ref: c`dae`) Location (Ref: fghae) 
Model [i	�jh]	kl	mn� [o	�pae`� [q	�rhsat� 
CP Model -0.06 (-0.07,-0.05) 0.05 (-0.05,0.14) -0.55 (-0.63,-0.48) 

SCPM -0.85 (-1.31,0.16) 0.63 (-0.76,2.28) -7.56 (-11.44,-1.47) 
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 Employment Status (Ref: private) 

Model [u (Public) [v (Inactive) [w (Sel no-ag) [x (Self agr) [Yy (unemp) [YY (Retired) 

CP Model -0.22 (-0.38,-0.06) 0.19 (0.01,0.36) -0.17 (-0.29,-0.06) 0.18 (0.07,0.28) 0.02 (-0.20,0.24) -0.25 (-0.67,0.17) 

SCPM -2.92 (-5.92,-0.20) 2.54 (0.004,5.672) -2.32 (-4.48,-0.26) 2.40 (0.24,4.50) 0.24 (-3.14,3.70) -3.74 (-11.56,2.26) 

 

 Marital status (Ref: z^{|kb`|\) 

Model [YZ	�}`{`h	� [Yi	�pktk	� [Yo Poly [Yq	�~^nk�`n� [Yu	��^{kh�`n� 
CP Model 0.08 (-0.08,0.23) -0.14 (-0.24,-0.04) -0.50 (-0.73,-0.27) -0.008 (-0.18,-0.16) 0.06 (-0.09,0.20) 

SCPM 0.93 (-1.33,3.50) -1.87 (-3.82,-0.13) -6.70 (-11.72,-0.91) -0.05 (-2.65,2.61) 0.80 (-1.19,3.20) 

 

 Ecological zone (Ref: Coastal) 

Model [Yv Greater Accra [Yw Forest [Yx Savannah 

CP Model -0.30 (-0.47,-0.12) -0.05 (-0.15,0.04) 0.45 (0.35,0.55) 

SCPM -3.91 (-7.30,-0.52) -0.76 (-2.39,-5.56) 5.88 (1.00,9.27) 

 
In our application, statistically significant covariates 

were found to be strongly related to the outcome variable 
(Table 2). The coefficient of the variable household size 
(4-) for example, is statistically significant in both models; 
its contribution to change in the response being positive. 
This means that the economic conditions of households 
tended to deteriorate from non-poor to extremely poor for 
sites with higher household sizes. The positive relationship 
between poverty status and household size has been 
described by Ennin et al. [7] using logistic regression to 
estimate the probability of poverty based on the 2006 GLSS 
data. They reported that larger households negatively 
affected poverty levels in the country. Other international 
research on poverty, for example, Achia et al [11], Rusnak 
[12], and Dudek and Lisicka [6] came to similar 
conclusions regarding the negative effect of large household 
sizes on poverty. 

Age of household head was found not to be statistically 
significant. 

Education was found to reduce the risk of extreme poverty 
in both models; a one unit increase in number of years spent 
in school tended to decrease the risk of poor and extremely 
poor respectively. The negative association between 
education and extreme poverty has been described by Ennin 
et al. [7], and Tomori et al. [5]. Higher education may result 
in higher skills, better jobs, higher income and higher ability 
to purchase goods and services, which improves standard of 
living. 

Extreme poverty was related to the residency of household 
heads in both models, with urbanites being at lower risk. This 
finding parallels the work of GSS [20] and Cook et al. [21], 
who respectively concluded that urban households continued 
to record lower average rate of poverty (10.6%) when 
compared to their rural counterparts (37.9%). Many other 
authors on the subject, for example Achia et al. [11], Ennim 
et al. [7], [6], and Dudek and Lisicka [22] concluded in their 
respective works that the incidence of poverty was higher in 
rural than in urban communities. 

With ‘private employment’ as the reference category, the 

impact of employment on poverty in this study is typical [5]; 
showing higher risk for the inactive and ‘Agric’ household 
heads in both models. Since the beta coefficients in both 
models were positive, being inactive or being employed in 
the agricultural sector, when compared to a privately 
employed household head, increases the chance of being in a 
severer poverty level. Retired workers saw an increased risk 
of non-poor but decreased risk of poor and extremely poor. 
With respect to the unemployed, there was an increased risk 
of extremely poor, even though that variable’s effect is not to 
be significant. 

Whilst the Greater Accra and savannah ecological zone 
variables were statistically significant in both models, the 
contribution of the forest ecological zone variable was not 
significant in the CP model. The marginal effect of 
ecological zone shows that living in the savannah ecological 
zone, as opposed to the coastal ecological zone (being the 
reference category), decreased the risk of being in the non-
poor category, but increased the risk of being in the poor and 
extremely poor categories respectively (Table 2). A similar 
and notable conclusion was reached in a study by Ennim et 
al. [7]. They identified households in the savannah ecological 
zone of Ghana to be almost four times poorer than those 
living in the coastal and forest zones. GSS [20] and Tomori et 
al. [5] in separate studies in Ghana and Albania respectively, 
also identified geographic divisions as a key determinant of 
poverty. 

For this study, the savannah ecological zone, polygamous 
marriages and urban location were the most powerful 
predictors of poverty severity. Further details of the results of 
analysis are shown in Tables 2. 

6. Spatial Prediction and Mapping 

Predictions of poverty risk were made at unobserved 
locations across all ten regions of Ghana (Figure 2). The 
predictions were based on the map of sample sites displayed 
in Figure 1. 
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Figure 2. The SCPM’s Poverty Prediction Map for Ghana.  

The prediction map (Figures 2) shows large regional 
differences in the distribution of household poverty, 
especially the ‘poor’ and ‘extremely poor’ categories. For 
instance, extreme poverty-risk was predicted to be especially 
higher in most of the northern half of the country. Within the 
forested middle belt and coastal zones, ‘non-poor’ 
dominated, showing the strong effect of spatial correlation, 
but also providing an empirical spatial character of poverty in 
Ghana. These findings conform to expert opinion on the 
subject. Generally, socio-econometricians [23, 24] and other 
authors [30, 21] agree that in a geographic environment, 
there can be a dominant, non-stochastic relationship between 
economic wellbeing and the agro-economic dynamics of a 
country. Several recent national and international reports 
point to similar dynamics of poverty in Ghana and in other 
parts of the world. Examples include reports by World Bank 
[25], International Fund for Agricultural Development 
(IFAD) [22], GSS [20], and Cook et al. [21]. 

To minimize or eliminate extreme poverty, stakeholder 
efforts should be directed towards areas with high posterior 
ranks. For example, extreme poverty incidence in the Upper 
West and some areas at the border between the Northern and 

Brong Ahafo regions, extending eastwards, may be of 
concern to stakeholders. Conversely, stakeholders may wish 
to preserve areas with low incidence of extreme poverty, such 
as those shown in amber in Figure 2. 

7. Conclusion 

Generally, most applications in regional science rely 
heavily on data collected from different locations, and over 
large geographical areas. Models that can accurately describe 
such data, known as spatial data, are not well-developed, 
especially when the data are also categorical ordered. 

The primary objective of this study was to develop a 
Bayesian classification model to improve the analysis and 
prediction of multi-categorical ordered data, especially when 
such data are collected over large geographical areas. The 
SCPM that ordered the population into three distinct 
categories (non-poor, poor, and extremely poor) was 
employed. Inference compared MCMC simulation results 
with the simple CP model. 

The advantage of the CP model is that it was easy to 
formulate and estimate using standard statistical software 
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packages. However, because the model does not incorporate 
spatial dependence in the estimation process, estimates were 
biased. This is a serious limitation for all non-spatial models 
when dealing with spatial data. 

The SCPM model provides flexible ways to incorporate 
spatial dependence in the modelling framework, and thus, 
gave unbiased estimates of the parameters and their BCIs, 
whiles at the same time maintain the ordering of the data. 

If policy interventions are intended to be effective at 
poverty reduction, then they should target the influence of the 
significant variables in this study. 
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